Mutation mapping of apolipoprotein A-I structure assisted with the putative cholesterol recognition regions.
Twenty-nine from 52 missense mutations in apoA-I gene are predicted to be deleterious by both SIFT and PolyPhen-2 algorithms. Among those, eight mutations with a prominent change in structure stability as modeled by the SDM tool for both lipid-free (Mei and Atkinson (2011) PDB ID: 3R2P) and HDL-bound (Wu et al. (2009) PDB ID: 3K2S) apoA-I, are referred as structural. The remaining mutations with a preferential location in a long intrinsically disordered region, predicted by the SPINE-D and DNdisorder tools, may influence the functional sites. Among structural mutations, five amyloidosis-only-related mutations, significant in a lipid-free structure, are located in 1-90 region. Six amyloidosis- and hypoalphalipoproteinemia-associated mutations, differently significant in two chains of lipid-bound apoA-I, are distributed among the N-domain. Six cholesterol recognition putative motifs (5 CRAC/1 CCM) in apoA-I structure are suggested to interact with cholesterol. Among those, the K40-W50 partially conserved CCM sequence with a putative recognition feature, predicted by the MoRF tool, may underlie cholesterol binding to lipid-free apoA-I, the binding triggering the disorder-to-order transition within MoRF. Thus, the impairment of helix formation and accelerated protein aggregation may underlie the amyloidogenic effect of W50R substitution. Also, D102H substitution in conserved CRAC2 V97-K106 sequence may be harmful in reverse cholesterol transport. With PDBe Motifs and Sites algorithm, cholesterol is a ligand for L101, F104 and W108 residues in HDL-bound apoA-I. The influence of specific mutation on apoA-I structure and mutated apolipoprotein switch between different pathologies is suggested to depend on the surrounding phase properties.